MPEG 2020: VVC, EVC, AND LCEVC

We’ve written a lot about the positive impacts of
AI and machine learning, but what about those who
want to use it for nefarious purposes? In this article,
we dive into the world of deep fakes—how they’re
made, how to spot them, and what they mean for
the future of video.

MPEG plans to launch three different codecs in 2020.
To put that in perspective, there was a 9-year gap
between MPEG-2 and H.264, and 10 years between
H.264 and HEVC. Jan Ozer looks at the promises
these new codecs make and the perils they bring.

Also in this issue:
PLANES, TRAINS, AND AUTOMOBILES:
VIDEO ON THE MOVE
For years, one of the central promises of streaming
media has been that you can watch almost anything
you want almost anywhere you want. We look at the
latest developments in truly mobile video in vehicles
of all sorts, from the subway to the skies.
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While 4K has reached mass consumer adoption, there’s
still a shortage of content, but that hasn’t stopped the
technology sector from pushing the envelope on higher
resolutions. IBC brought several 8K demos, and people
are getting serious about 16K as well. So what does the
future hold for ultra-HD, both on the production and
the consumer sides?
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THE ALGORITHM SERIES:
CDN ROUTING
Delivering content at scale requires precise content
cashing or replication, optimized network paths,
and strategic server placement. What are the key
algorithms used to balance strategic core and edge
architecture demands while potentially lowering
operational costs? This article, the first in our new
Algorithm Series, dives into the math behind the
magic of streaming media delivery.
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DEALING WITH DEEP FAKES

THE CUTTING-EDGE
OF CLOUD VIDEO
Choosing cloud solutions
and vendors has never
been ‘cloudier.’
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As cloud services have matured, more and more companies
are switching or supplementing their on-prem efforts. But
choosing cloud solutions and vendors has never been “cloudier.”
Several factors in the workflow need to be considered
before committing and redistributing resources in the video
ecosystem. That’s exactly where this Solution Series comes
in. Here, we look at the facts that will help you determine your
needs, show real-world scenarios, and provide in-depth looks
at leading solutions that offer the best workflow, with speed
and cost as top considerations.
• Storage and Organization
• Encoding, Transcoding,
and Delivery
• Monitoring and Analytics

• Production
• Editing, Language
Conversion, Titling, etc.
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• Migration Timelines
and Compatibility
• Workflow Restructuring
• Security
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Streaming Media’s Sponsored Supplements have consistently
generated thousands of leads annually for sponsors since 2004.
With niche topics focusing on the very specific needs of our
readers (qualified buyers), Streaming Media creates the unique
opportunity for sellers to engage with buyers in these limited,
sponsored contribution publications called the Solution Series.
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in Streaming Media’s annual
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of Streaming Media magazine.
• Show thought leadership.
• Instill confidence in buyer interest.
• Ensure credibility.
• Maximize your exposure
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• Increase your visibility,
SEO, and discoverability.
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Streaming Media ’s Executive Predictions sponsored supplement,
in the kick-off January/February issue, offers a unique opportunity
for your CEO to engage with our readership and give his or her
insights and industry predictions for 2020.
Showcase your CEO, alongside other
industry leaders, in Streaming Media’s
annual Executive Predictions
sponsored feature.
•
•
•
•

Show thought leadership.
Instill confidence in buyer interest.
Ensure credibility.
Maximize your exposure
in print and online.
• Increase your visibility,
SEO, and discoverability.
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